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Support - and Save - St. Richard’s Hospital

Part of the Great Demonstration on July 22nd

The whole City and its surrounding district are united in their support for St.
Richard’s Hospital. The future range of
services - if not the very existence - of the
Hospital is under threat. We are a nonpolitical society but we see good health
services as an integral and vital part of
the environment we wish to preserve in
the City. Hence we too support the
Campaign to save the hospital.
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Why the Threats?
There are two main sets of reasons for the threats to
the future of St. Richard’s:Firstly, the old Surrey and Sussex Strategic
Health Authority (SHA) had for some years an
underlying financial deficit of £100 million per
year. Some ascribe this not primarily to poor
management but to an unbalanced allocation of
health funding between the English regions. Be that
as it may, we are faced with the reality that the new
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successor SHA covering Kent as well as Surrey
and Sussex has been charged with eliminating the
deficit.
Secondly, the current trends in healthcare are
towards greater specialisation in acute services,
implying fewer hospitals, each with wider catchment areas, combined with a shift of some work
away from hospitals into the community, using
GPs and nurses. What a general surgeon would
have done 30 years ago now requires four different
specialist surgeons. Outcomes have, it is claimed,
been improved by this greater specialisation. Junior
staff are allowed to work shorter hours and,
combined with increased training requirements,
this has reduced their relative contribution. It has
also required their placement in larger hospitals to
see sufficient numbers of patients to gain the
experience they need.

The SHA’s Plans
for Hospital
Grading

believe the allocation of funding to our region to
be, we are not going to win an argument for redistribution now. Nor are we going to be able to rebut
the weight of evidence in favour of specialisation
and the trend to fewer, larger hospitals.
Bluntly, the SHA is likely to focus on a much
narrower front and want to assess whether Chichester or Worthing is more worthy of grading as a
“major” hospital or indeed whether either are.
The campaign needs to base its case on arguments
that address the criteria the SHA will use in reaching its decision. These are essentially two-fold:-

Access
Those within the St. Richard’s catchment area but
living outside the City and its immediate environs
already have a difficult journey, especially those
coming from the Manhood and the huge hinterland
of Chichester District north of the Downs. Having
to go to Portsmouth or Worthing would aggravate
this difficulty even
further.
We also know that the
plans to upgrade the
A27 around Chichester are unlikely to be
realised until well into
the next decade at the
earliest.

The SHA’s reaction
to these two sets of
problems is to grade
hospitals. There are
two super-hospitals in
the area under
Portsmouth
review, namely
Hospital could
Brighton and Portsnot cope
mouth. Between
those two cities there
The work now done at
are two other hospiSt Richard’s that
tals. The current
would be redirected
review is meant to
elsewhere is most
assess what grading
likely to go to the
What future for our hospital?
to accord Worthing and
Queen
Alexandra
(QA) HosHow many arrows might point elsewhere?
Chichester hospitals. One may
pital in Portsmouth. This hosbecome a “major” hospital with a catchment area
pital is in the throes of a major building programme
of about 350,000 (i.e. bigger than either
which will not be complete until at least 2009. In
hospital at present) or a “local” hospital with a
short, much of the QA hospital’s grounds are a
smaller catchment area than at present and lacking massive building site. The A&E at the Queen Alexmajor A&E, maternity and some other more
andra Hospital is already one of the busiest in the
complex services.
UK treating roughly 100,000 patients each year.
How could it accommodate more?
How to Save the Hospital
For the Support St. Richard’s Hospital campaign to The consultation process is due to start soon. Let’s
be successful, it needs to recognise that the SHA is make sure we use arguments that will be telling
most unlikely to accept the status quo as an option, rather than merely emotionally satisfying.
even though St. Richard’s is working hard to
Tony Dignum
reduce its own financial deficit. However unfair we
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Proposals to Protect Summersdale: An Area under Threat
Writes Michael Woolley
Summersdale is under threat as developers move in on the
big old houses and their spacious gardens. It is a very
attractive area of northern Chichester first laid out by
Strides (still in St John’s Street) in Edwardian times.
Spacious and leafy, the character of the area is now changing as many of the houses are too big by the standards of
today and are being either pulled down or changed to other
uses. The large gardens are being built upon. This sort of
development is not unreasonable per se but the Chichester
Society considers the special character of the area should
be protected and wishes to make some suggestions.

A Special Policy Area (SPA)
Many of the streets are not of sufficient quality to merit
Conservation Area status. However there is another
option for the District Council – an SPA. This would help
protect the elements which give Summersdale its
character and charm:
•
The forest size roadside trees
•
The building line well back from the road
•
The well stocked gardens
•
The limited height of the present buildings
•
The limited bulk of the present buildings.
We should like to see these features maintained. Forest size
trees should be replaced with similar mature specimens
when that becomes necessary. The building line should be
respected. Developers should be required to keep as much
as possible of not only trees but also shrubbery. A general
height restriction of 2.5 storeys should be imposed and
there should be a presumption against replacing three or
four buildings and all the intervening space with one much
bulkier structure

A Conservation Area
The Avenue should be designated a conservation area.
Though it lost a number of the more mature street trees in
the 1987 hurricane these have been replaced and the new
ones are now flourishing. The houses to the north are
Edwardian, all of different designs, though some are variations on a theme. To the south the houses are largely good

quality inter-war or post war designs, all different. The gardens are deep, mature and generally well maintained. This
street encapsulates the spirit of Summersdale and should be
protected from further developments of the Herondean type
at its south west end.

A Possible Conservation Area
A second zone should also be considered for conservation
area status. This would consist of the houses on the south
side of Highland Road and the north of The Broadway. The
area must include the barracks wall on the south of the
Broadway as this is currently vulnerable to demolition.
Tree planting should be considered and would enhance the
Broadway.

Local Listing
There are a number of houses which should be considered
for local listing. We particularly commend the one on the
north corner of The Avenue and The Drive, and the
Victorian stone house (now flats) in Rew Lane. There are a
number of others.

In Conclusion
These Summersdale thoughts are not particularly
controversial and we expect them to be shared by many
residents and councillors. A large number of the trees, for
example, are already protected by tree preservation orders
(TPOs), and there are four tree wardens active in the area.
The District is clearly alert to the importance of the trees to
the local character, and this is to be welcomed. There is
also the active Summersdale Residents’ Association which
has energetically opposed some recent proposals for bulky
or otherwise inappropriate development. A local list is currently being prepared. All very encouraging.
Nobody, as far as we know, has before proposed a Conservation Area for Summersdale or Special Policy Area status
for the whole suburb. These are the modest suggestions
which the Chichester Society would like to make and
which we hope will further protect this pleasant
corner of our city.

Mary Corell
SCHOOL OF ITALIAN
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CHANGING FACETS OF CHICHESTER
“The only constant is change”. So said the ancient
Greek philosopher Heraclitus. Certainly, here in
Chichester, change meets the eye all around. The only
useful question is whether it is change for better or for
worse.

people, I know, can find few good words for this highrise complex. It was my colleague the late Reg DavisPoynter who alerted me to the fibreglass chimneys!
The mix-and-match of styles is perhaps over frenetic,
and some people are simply allergic to anything
By that test, the most heartening recent change which "pastiche". However, to my mind there is something
good-mannered about the aim at vernacular idiom (at
I have noticed is the
least when comsmall but increasing
pared with the
presence of hybrid
shop-with-sails ofpetrol-electric vehifered us in the precles on our streets.
vious proposals),
Vehicles like the
and in the way that
Toyota Prius which
- as seen from The
is parked outside
Hornet - the roofmy daughter's
lines gradually step
Guide hut every
up to their full
week, and the
height. For such a
Honda Insight
bulky development,
which regularly
this combination of
spends the day in a
differing styles and
city car park near
staggered rooflines
me. Both these veis surprisingly suchicles turn in fuelcessful in breaking
consumption figup what could easures approximately
ily have been a contwice as good as the
tender for the title
average family car,
Stepped roofline of Macellum Gate as viewed from The Hornet
of "most boring
and three times as
monolith in West
good as the average
Sussex" (or "most
four-by-four (not to
'challenging' modmention our
ern design").
home-grown Rolls
I also like way in
Royce). In their
which the occupants
presence, I find enof the social houscouragement that
ing on the site were
we may be on the
offered the chance
verge of many
to buy up to a half
other, similar, small
share of their freebut collectively sigholds. This should
nificant shifts
help blur the sometowards "green"
times tense dividing
behaviour.
lines which can
And what of recent
separate the "haves"
changes to the city's
from the "have
built environment?
nots". Canny manGreenery along the Lavant at left and parched July lawns at front
Has there been anyagement agents will
thing nearly so
also know that there
encouraging on that front? Let's review three develop- is nothing like ownership - even part ownership - to
ments from recent years.
encourage conscientious upkeep of buildings.
The housing density is high, particularly for ChichesMacellum Gate
ter. This, of course, is in line with current Government
This is a development which has some surprising
(Continued on page 5)
virtues. They perhaps need pointing out since other
4
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the developer was simply chancing it with back-lot
thinking, but it is a curious irony that Berkeley Homes development or was, at least in part, pioneering a new
were granted permission at this density in order to
form of urban living for those content to live without
accommodate what we are told are pressing local
the car - or at least with the car some distance away.
needs, but they then had to spend good money on
The best gauge of consumer popularity, or otherwise,
national advertising and a fancy Website in order to
will be the turn-over rate; how quickly "For Sale"
drum up sales.
signs pop up and down. I'm keeping an interested eye
In retrospect, with so many people concentrated in one on that.
place, this developThe West Walls
ment was a missed
I cannot look at the
opportunity to introbuilding works going
duce a city car club
on here with anything
not only for the Macellike the even partial
lum Gate residents
equanimity I reserve
themselves but also for
for the other two. The
the wider locality. Car
styling comes from
clubs need a "critical
the same stable as
mass" of people before
Macellum gate, but
they are viable. This is
somehow the comthe first recent develputer-generated imopment in the city
pressions on the site
which approached that
hoardings look omimass. Now, for lack of
nously anodyne. And
such a club, large
there is nothing like
tracts of the site are
the "green oasis" at
"dead space" given
East Gate Mews: discovered by our intrepid Secretary:
Macellum Gate to
over to car parking.
one “For Sale” board already up!
mark it off from the
How much longer can
bog standard.
we go on building like this?
Still, if you haven't yet sneaked a look round the back, Losing our Greenery
Macellum Gate holds one more surprise. This is the
More than that, it’s the knowledge that this former
area of greenery alongside the river Lavant. At the
small patch of greenery is being built on as
planning stage, I believe I heard this referred to as a
"brownfield land" which I find hard to take. Will no
"riverside walk". I would not call it that. Not when the one else miss the apple tree?
walk comes to an abrupt dead end leading nowhere.
But this green oasis certainly lifts the design above the Is nobody else troubled by the emerging pattern, seen
average - a treat particularly for the top-floor residents from St. Johns Street, through the Pallants and Priory
whose balconies overlook it. More such greenery and Park, and on to this site at the end of Westgate? All
fewer parking places, say I. Hopefully those "Keep off through the heart of the city, gardens and other last
the grass" notices will go soon. Then children will be small patches of informal greenery are being lost.
Whether they are urbanised, modernised or even pretable to enjoy it too.
tified, they all, in the end, seem to end up sterilised.

(Continued from page 4)

East Gate Mews

A funny one this. Three "mews houses" tucked off the
twitten at the top end of Whyke Lane. It really
shouldn't work. There's nowhere to park a car. Access
is only through the twitten – which is narrow even for
a pedestrian walkway. And where on earth can removals vans load and unload furniture when needed? The
proximity to the electricity substation will not be for
everyone either.
Yet, despite my initial concerns that this is a bizarre
place to grant planning permission, this development
is growing on me. It must take a special sort of person
to relish living in this modern mews, but I think we
should see how it beds in before we can say whether
ISSUE NUMBER 150 ~ SEPTEMBER 2006

In a few years, what will be left to remind us of the
once rural county town in harmony with its rural hinterland? A town where many a fortunate resident had
access to their own tranquil patch of greenery,
glimpses of which added to the diversity and humanity
of the streetscape for all to enjoy.
How ironic if we all end up having to jump in our hybrid cars to seek a quality of streetscape we once had
on our doorstep.

Bill Sharp
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CHICHESTER’S CHERISHED BUILDINGS
Members will be aware
that buildings of
national architectural or
historic interest (such as
the Cathedral, the Cross,
the Council House and
the Festival Theatre) are
protected as Listed
Buildings and cannot be
altered or demolished
without ‘Listed Building
Consent’ from the
District Council.

consideration. We
particularly recommended the Tudor
House in Lavant Road
(which is currently on
the market for over
£900k), the flint houses
in The Broadway, the
main County Hall block,
the original red brick
late 1930's block at St
Richards (western entrance to the hospital
complex), the recently
closed Stennings cycle
shop in Spitalfields Lane
just to the east of this
entrance, and the
University of Chichester
chapel. Some of these
are illustrated here.

However, in Chichester
there has until now been
no recognition of buildings or structures of
character (such as flint
walls) which although
not deemed to be of
national significance are
nevertheless of local significance to the city’s
character and history.

The Executive Committee was particularly keen
to suggest buildings of
note in the outer areas of
the City which were built
in the late19th or in the
20th century (such as
Summersdale, Portfield,
Parklands and Whyke),
as Statutory Lists rarely
include buildings later
than 1840. Thus many
noteworthy buildings
have so far been given
no recognition in the
planning process and are
vulnerable to inappropriate alterations or to
demolition.

The Local List
As a result of a recommendation by the
consultants who recently
carried out a Character
Appraisal of the Chichester Conservation Area,
the District Council has
decided to draw up a
non-statutory Local List
of buildings of local architectural or historic
interest, not only within
the historic city centre but
for the city as a whole,
and has asked Cicestrians
to help in compiling this
list.

Next Steps

Our Choices
The process was
described on page 5 of the
Chichester Observer of
June 8th. The Chichester
Society’s Executive
Committee agreed to
participate in this exercise, and has already submitted a list of buildings
we felt were worthy of

The University Chapel (top); Flint houses in The Broadway (middle); The Tudor House, Lavant Road (bottom)

The next stage of the
process is for a panel
comprised of experts
from the District Council,
City Council and the
Chichester Conservation
Area Advisory Committee to test each suggestion
against a set of criteria
already drawn up, at least
one of which must be
met: the importance of
(Continued on page 7)
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This is our 150th Edition
Our 150th Edition marks thirty-years of
unbroken production.
The battlegrounds and the issues have changed in detail
over the past 33 years, with some victories, some
defeats but always striving to ensure change is with the
grain of the City, enhancing its strengths, not
undermining its essential characteristics.
Today we are concerned not only with major building
developments but also with individual planning applications. We are concerned not merely with the buildings but more than ever with related issues, for examples: transport, noise, waste, litter and parks. One of our
victories in recent years was the rejection of the application for a regional nightclub off Terminus Road, (see
cartoon overleaf from our March 2003 issue ). We
have also been keeping a close eye on the impact of the
new Licensing Act (see cartoon overleaf from our June
2004 issue).

50

We wrote in our 50th Edition published in

December 1983:
Looking round Chichester today, it is impossible to deny
that it would have been a different city, and in a number of
ways less pleasant, if the Chichester Society had never existed. Old buildings have been saved, further extravagant
traffic plans abandoned, trees spared and new ones planted,
and a fresh feeling of understanding and co-operation created between the residents and the various bodies who control our city.
Ten years ago, people saw old buildings and gardens destroyed to make back access for shops, ready for a pedestrianisation scheme that had not then even been approved.
They were appalled by the brutal appearance of the new telephone exchange near the Cathedral. They observed with
alarm the unopposed conquest of the North West quadrant by
the County Council. And those who looked at the Town Plan
(Continued from page 6)

the building to the history of the city; importance to the
local street scene; some architectural merit; some parts
dating from before 1700. A scoring system then gives a
score under the categories of Townscape/Aesthetic
Value, Local History Value, Architectural Value, Archaeological Value, and Visible External Appearance.
Those which score sufficiently highly will be included
in the Draft Local List which will be publicised for public comment, and at this stage owners will be contacted
for their opinion along with any other interested parties.
Copies of the document will be made available to view
and to comment on at East Pallant House and the Council House, and an exhibition will be held showing nomiISSUE NUMBER 150 ~ SEPTEMBER 2006

were disturbed by the prospect of more demolitions, a ring of
dual carriageways, and modern offices driving out inner city
homes. They looked for a lead and a voice; in October 1973
they found them. David Goodman called a meeting at the
Assembly Rooms with at first the modest aim of gelling together with the Civic Society and the Environment Trust. As
it happened, it was decided to form an entirely new body,
and so, the Chichester Society began - and not a day too
soon.

100

In our 100th Edition published in

February 1994 we wrote:In March 1974 the Society had been formed only a few
months earlier, but had already achieved a membership
of over a thousand people. The burning issues of the day
were many, threats to the whole character of the city uppermost. These ranged from the destruction of whole
streets and the building of dual carriageways, to the designation of large areas for 'comprehensive development'.
By the end of that year, membership had grown to reach
two thousand five hundred. Unfortunately, some of the
schemes were already being implemented, whilst others
were either in retreat or remained to haunt us for many
years.
Today the Newsletter continues to deal with major
issues, but happily the general climate of understanding and respect has changed radically for the better.
Probably the biggest issue that we have to face today is
the huge increase in land which may become available
for development - almost one third of the city area in
size. We shall be closely monitoring this.

On pages 8 and 9 we reproduce the front
pages of our 50th and 100th issues.
On page 10 we show cartoons from past Newsletters illustrating some of the issues we have
grappled with in recent years.
nated buildings.
The end of the process will be the presentation of the
Draft Local List, including any amendments, to the District Council’s Executive Board for their approval, and
it will then become a Material Planning Consideration.
Although giving no statutory protection, inclusion in the
Local List will mean that if proposals are made to alter
or demolish the building or structure, its significance to
the immediate locality or to the city as a whole will be
taken into consideration by the Development Control
Committee.
So ‘watch this space!’

John Templeton
7
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NIGHTCLUB OR NIGHTMARE?
Now come along Sir, I'm sure we'll all be
absolutely delighted to hear your views on the
new Licensing Act when we get you down to
the station

GRIDLOCK
More Cartoons
and verse
in this light-hearted, sometimes
acid comment on the various problems the Society has faced since
1974 and still grapples with today.
NO ONE IS SAFE !
Planners, Architects, Deve1opers,
Pompous Officials…..
All come within our scope.

JUST £2
AVAILABLE FROM
“ At least in the old days we had better quality litter –
and I could understand the graffiti ”
10

CHISOC 13 Whyke Lane
Or by post (50p extra)
from Tel. 01243 790077
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Another Chichester Garden
Viewed by Trudi Harrison
Wow, what a summer! Long summer evenings spent lazing in the
garden. What could be nicer? Keeping up with the watering has been a
little tough but at least we have it to
hand unlike other areas that faced
hosepipe bans and worse. The one
thing I have noticed this year is how
very scented the gardens have been,
the perfume transporting me back to
happy holidays in the Mediterranean. When it has rained, even this
carries a delicious aroma as the cool
rain hits the hot, parched earth and
practically steams.
I have been out and about again visiting Chichester gardens. Please
don’t think your garden isn’t good
enough and give me a ring on
01243 673215. It would be a
pleasure just to see what
goes on in the gardens of
Chichester and I can often
solve the odd gardening
puzzle for you. If you have
rung and I didn’t get back to
you, ring again.

like the smell or the greasiness.
Marjory likes to give the borders a
good mulch in spring to give the
plants a boost during growing season, but this dry winter and spring
took her by surprise. With so little
rain the garden waste left to compost down failed to do so and she
only had a small amount to pop
onto her soil. It might be an idea
when all of you are watering to
remember a little sprinkle for the
compost until the autumn rains
come. If you don’t want to use the
hose then make a point of emptying your dishwater onto the heap
from time to time, just to help it on
its way.
Two views of Marjory’s garden

The R.H.S. has said that a combination of three very dry winters and this hot summer has
led to many trees dying
back. Keep a close eye on
them and give them a good
soak especially if they are
new plantings. One Scots
pine in Mrs Winn’s garden
looked very poorly. I only
hope that enough water can
get to it to save it. That great
vista of tall trees and elegant
houses leading onwards to
Broyle Road, with the Cathedral in front of you, says
“welcome to our city” every
time and should be preserved.

The garden I visited this
time was a lovely communal
plot where one of the residents, Mrs Marjory Winn of
“Northways”, Lavant Road,
likes to relax. It’s a lovely
little sanctuary away from
the busy road, where 6 tall
Marjory’s potted hostas (below)
silver birches bristle and
bubble in the breeze, and
soft cushions of pampas
Mrs Winn wanted a suggesgrass billow beneath the
tion for a climber to replace
canopy. Although it is
an ivy that had been growing
shared by 4 residents it is a
along her fence. I suggested
welcoming well kept space
one of my favourites,
and Marjory loves to give
Muhlenbeckia complexa, an
the gardener a hand on his
evergreen New Zealander
weekly visit. Marjory has a
with delicate lacy foliage; it
passion for hostas and she
takes all sorts of conditions,
has very cleverly fended off
even salty gardens like mine,
those pesky slugs by plantand is very pretty.
ing them in pots with a copper band around them. She
It’s time to start picking
also has made the edges a bit rough to put the snails off
those bulbs for next spring. Remember to find some
snake’s head fritillaries. They are a native and so very
and applies Vaseline to the rim so they slip off. The
striking, but sadly overlooked by the gardener.
hostas certainly look good for this treatment. Another
good method is to spray the pot with WD40. Slugs don’t
ISSUE NUMBER 150 ~ SEPTEMBER 2006
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WELCOME TO OUR WEBSITE!
www.chichestersociety.org.uk
The Chichester Society now has its own
website at www.chichestersociety.org.uk
Make a note of this address or add it to
your ‘favourites’. Our new “Front Page”
on the web is shown below:-

Please note that until the site has been running a few
months, a top position for our address in any search
engine list isn’t guaranteed.
We are indebted to Committee member Ian Tomsett
for his time and trouble in getting everything set up.

Why have a website?
It’s not just a question of following the herd, having
a site so that we are not left out. Increasingly, newcomers to the area will find out about local amenities
by searching the Web. We hope that newcomers will
like what they see and want to join us. So far we
haven’t got as far as direct payment by credit card on
the site, but one of the options is to download an application form on the spot. Direct payment may
come, but requires some complicated registration
procedures which also cost money.

For existing members, too, there are advantages. It
means that issues discussed and acted on by the Executive Committee of the Society at their monthly
meetings can be publicised immediately, without
your having to wait for a quarterly newsletter.

There is also the opportunity for instant and easy
feedback from members. Although it has always
been possible to write to the Secretary and remains
so, the site has a ‘Contact Us’ page which will now
allow you to write us an email message at the click
of a button. That means you don’t have to find a
stamp and an envelope (and moreover, by the time
you read this, an envelope of the right size to suit the
Post Office!).
Thus, you can quickly contact the Secretary if you
have particular concerns about a new issue, or light
to throw on an existing one. If enough people take
up the email option, it will be worth adding a Forum
page, so that you as members can exchange views
directly with one another.

(Continued on page 13)
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(Continued from page 12)

What does the site look like?

We have included a page on ‘Events’.

Your committee have gone for a simple-to operate
layout, with a list of menu items down the left hand
side. This is the ‘Home
Page’ which is the first
screen that you see, but the
same menu list appears on
every page.

This page is not only for our own events, such as the
AGM and talk on October 18th, but other cultural
events in and around the city
in which members may be
interested. Clicking on the
link for an event takes you
directly to that organisation’s
website. The list ( again correct at time of writing, but
likely to change) includes
events at New Park Film Festival, CFT Summer Season,
Pallant House, District Museum, Oxmarket Arts Centre,
St John’s Chapel; and further
afield, Goodwood Revival,
Weald and Downland Museum, Fishbourne Palace,
West Dean and Chichester
Harbour. Let us know if this
list is too long or too short!

We shall try to keep the pictures on the site updated
regularly. Sometimes these
will be just a celebration of
Chichester, as for example
the one taken from the Palace
Gardens recently. Others will
be chosen to illustrate particular issues of concern, or
to report ongoing progress on
city projects. If you have pictures that you think could be
usefully included, please use
the link on the ‘Contact Us’
page to email them to the
Secretary for forwarding to
Ian Tomsett.

What information is
included?
There are introductory pages,

The Cathedral from the Palace Gardens

Finally, there is a page for
Newsletters. It requires
Adobe Acrobat to read these,
but this programme is already
installed on most
computers, and if
not, a free
download is offered when you
click on the newsletter link.

‘Contact Us’ and
the application
form for new
Now you can read
members as alour newsletters in
ready mentioned.
full colour! Or,
However, the page
indeed, consult
probably of most
back issues for the
interest is ‘Topical
last four years
Issues’. Here there
without the trouble
are direct links to
of putting them in
policy statements
your filing system.
resulting from
Committee discusWhat now?
sions, and letters to
The site will continue to be develThe Shippams construction site
the District Council and others on
oped and there will be regular upspecific planning issues. We exdating so that items remain current. It’s time for your
pect to have four or five such issues on the go, and
feedback. If you have any comments on content or
they will change regularly. At the time of writing,
design, things which you would like added or rethe list includes Summersdale development, Priory
moved, please use the email link on the ‘Contact
Park proposals, possible Eastgate closure, and a
Us’ page described above to let your committee
long-term look at Portfield. These may have changed
know.
by the time you read this!

David Wilson
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David Laing on Two Current Issues
We bring you up to date on two matters where unfortunate
things have been proposed but where there are still great opportunities to improve the City. We will continue to try to influence outcomes in both the CDC's plans for Priory Park and
the Highways and Transport recommendations to WSCC that
the Eastgate entrance to East Street be closed and traffic redirected to enter the Eastern Quadrant of the City through St.
John's Street.

Priory Park
Chichester's parks are not just agreeable green spaces, some
with trees and flower beds, some upon which games are
played or watched; they are among the finest arrays in any
small English city. The jewel of them all is Priory Park and its
attraction is that it is informal, rural, calm, perfect for cricket
and other relatively quiet activities, and just right for children
to play in and for anyone to sit or walk and enjoy themselves.
Here is evidence of an ancient past, dating back to Norman
times. There is Greyfriars, the chancel of a group of religious
buildings demolished over the centuries, in the centre. There is
the castle mound, whose remains may still be seen, and, near
the entrance, the statue of Neptune keeping a wary eye on
what happens.
There is a case for improving and beautifying aspects of the
park and the CDC commissioned consultants to make recommendations. The response to these from the Chichester Society
were set out in the March Newsletter. We are pleased to say
that following representations by the Friends of Priory Park,
the Chichester Society, residents and other interested parties,
the more unfortunate recommendations have been withdrawn.
There will be no bandstand or "various entertainment activities", no areas of public art, no "contemporary cafe building",
no topiary planters, nor excessive paved and hard standing
areas.
Now, the Parks and Green Spaces Officers will be briefing
specialists to make their recommendations on detailed
implementation of their other plans. These suggestions will be
watched very closely by the Friends of Priory Park and the

Chichester Society who will both be consulted.
The suggestions will include a café (we trust in traditional
materials) and the placing and design of paved and hard
standing areas (we trust limited, otherwise the rural character
will be compromised). The suggestions will also cover: reequipping the children's' play area; the crucial matter of
planting of trees, shrubs, flowers and bulbs, (which should
aim to enhance the country atmosphere); together with
hedges, railings, seats and so on. We shall keep a close watch.

Eastgate
As, perhaps, a contribution to lessening the traffic going round
the Eastgate Gyratory system, and to improve pedestrian links
between the City centre and the Hornet, recommendations
have been made by the Highways and Transport to the WSCC
to close East Street and redirect traffic to the junction of
Market Avenue and St.John's Street in an experimental order
for six months. These could become permanent.
Residents, local businesses, the newly formed Newtown Residents Association and the Chichester Society have been objecting, and a decision has been postponed from July until,
perhaps, October or even next year if it is decided to wait until
East Walls reopens and the effect of the Shippams development is seen.
We object because:(i) The traffic would go down St. John's Street, one of the last
Georgian Streets in the City, or otherwise across Newtown,
which consists of predominantly residential buildings, the majority of which are vulnerable Grade II listed buildings.
(ii) Existing traffic, noise and pollution levels are already
high.
(iii) It will do little to reduce traffic on the gyratory.
(iv) There is likely to be traffic congestion at the Market
Avenue entrance to St. John's Street.
(v) The proposals will do nothing to ease the traffic in the
City Centre or to limit the amount of traffic coming into the
Centre.
(vi) Supposedly, delivery vehicles will also go through Newtown to get to the east end of East Street.

THE CHICHESTER
SHIP CANAL
COME & ENJOY A DAY
OUT!
Angling, Canoeing, Hire Rowboating, 12 & 50-seater Tripboats, Walking, Wildlife and
Refreshments.
Charter one of our trip boats for
lunches, dinners, buffets, parties and corporate hospitality.

Autumn Countryside Celebration 7 & 8 Oct
Come and experience the sights, sounds and smells of a
traditional harvest: enjoy heavy horses ploughing,
vintage tractors, steam threshing and countryside crafts
to browse and buy.

Autumn Action Half Term 23 - 27 Oct
Wickedly wonderful seasonal activities, fun and farming
for accompanied children of all ages! Activities from
11am - 4pm, under cover if wet .

Fire Event 29 Oct
A fiery insight into the world around us! Demonstrations
of countryside activities which make use of fire, a firefighting display by a horse-drawn steam fire engine, and
a bonfire party in the woods.

Pig to Pork 18 & 19 Nov

For information about
activities on the Canal, phone
Chichester Canal Trading
Limited on 01243 771363
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Everything you wanted to know about pork! Watch
demonstrations of preserving and cookery, and sample
some delicious pork cooked over the open fire in the
Tudor kitchen. And for younger visitors, don't miss the
Big Pig Gig, with piggy arts, crafts, games, stories,
poems and much more!

Open 10.30am to 6pm: Adults £7.95 · Over 60s £6.95 ·
Children £4.25 Family (2 adults & up to 3 children) £21.95
Children under 5 free
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THE CHICHESTER SOCIETY
NOTICE OF ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING

The New Mayor

The Annual General Meeting of the Society
will be held on
Wednesday 18th October 2006 at 7:30pm
in the Upstairs Hall
Assembly Rooms, North Street, Chichester
The constitution requires that the members of the Executive Committee
(16 vacancies) and the Chairman, Vice Chairman, Hon. Secretary and
Hon. Treasurer are elected at each A.G.M. Nominations in writing, supported by a seconder and with the consent of the nominee, are therefore
requested. They must be received by the Hon. Secretary, Bill Sharp, at
his address below 14 days before the date of the meeting (i.e. by
Wednesday, 4th October). A nomination form is attached below. Please
provide similar information for any other nominations.
In addition to the elections, the Officers will present their Reports.
Members will be encouraged to put questions and initiate discussion after
each of the Reports.
A list of nominations received and details of any motions received will
be sent by post to members as soon as possible after nominations close
unless no positions are contested and no motions are submitted.

After the formal business is complete a glass or two of
wine and light refreshments will be served.
At about 8:30pm, after this interval, Dr. Ian Friel,
Principal Curator of the Chichester District Museum,
will give a talk on “1595: Exploring the first map of
Chichester”.
By order of the Executive Committee
Bill Sharp, Hon. Secretary,
13 Whyke Lane, Chichester, PO19 2JR
August 22nd 2006

CHICHESTER SOCIETY
NOMINATION FORM
2006
TITLE OF OFFICE
NOMINEE'S NAME IN
BLOCK CAPITALS
NOMINEE’S ACCEPTANCE
(SIGNED)
PROPOSER (SIGNED)
SECONDER (SIGNED)
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Please cut out this form and send it to
Bill Sharp, Hon. Secretary,
13 Whyke Lane, Chichester,
PO19 2JR by 4th October, 2006

Councillor Robert
Campling is the Mayor of
Chichester for 2006-7.
He was born and brought up in
Bridgend and graduated from
University College, Cardiff. He
also has an MA from the University of Sussex, and a PGCE
from the University of Exeter.
He has lived in the Chichester
area since 1969, and in the West
Ward of Chichester City for the
past 10 years.
Elected as a City Councillor for
the West Ward in 2003, he has
been City Bailiff and is a
member of the City Finance,
Performance Review and
Environment Committees.
Married to Liz, he has two
daughters, both of whom
attended school or college in
Chichester, and one grandson.
For 34 years he was a senior
lecturer in History at Chichester
College. His hobbies include
amateur photography, gardening
and membership of a local
drama society (giving technical
support).
He is a member of the Royal
Naval Association, Friends of
Chartres, Chichester Organic
Gardening Society and the
Novio Magnum Shooting Club.
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Looking Back to School
Further Reminiscences
by Jane Carpenter
Apart from the green and wellloved open space now lost
forever under the unspeakably
awful Chichester Gate complex, it is interesting to note
how relatively little changed
the educational establishments
of Chichester are. New and
attractive additions have appeared on the Central School
site but the original classrooms remain, largely unchanged. High ceilings and
high windows discourage interest in distracting
goings-on outside.

Tattersill “if you know you’re
no good at something, you
should practice until you
achieve excellence”! A lesson
for all of us, perhaps?
Apart from requiring the wearing of the same rather disagreeable shade of green
blazer, Chichester High
Schools for Boys and Girls
were run as entirely separate
establishments. The Girls High
School was ruled over by Miss
Matson.

Quite a small woman with an
Eton crop, she arrived at
school on a motor-bike. Where
she changed I don't know but I
never saw her without her
gown and mortar board. Many
things were completely proscribed: shouting, eating in the
street - or indeed anywhere
except at the table - and having holes in one’s stockings. If
you were unfortunate enough
to have a hole, or worse still
several, the bit of leg which
showed through was inked
over. During the day, the hole
might move, so ink was
applied where necessary. At
bathtime, one appeared to be
suffering from a rare and
I only met Beatrice Tattersill
terrible malady affecting the
once, at a luncheon party. An
excellent cook herself, she de- legs. How Miss Matson would
livered a firm reprimand to our have reacted to a mini skirt I
shudder to think.
hostess who apologised for
what she warned would be a
rather indifferent fish-pie, due Next time I will be writing a
little about Chichester’s other
to her lack of cooking skills.
two famous schools.
“Really, Phyllis” said Miss
Central School was once a part
of the Lancastrian Schools,
presided over for many years
by the redoubtable Miss Beatrice Tattersill. It had been
necessary for the young Beatrice to renounce her Plymouth
Brethren faith if she wished to
become a teacher. Her family
was most upset, her father in
particular who, I'm told, took
to his bed: a sovereign remedy
for expressing disapproval.
The Plymouth Brethren’s loss
was the gain of hundreds of
children who received their
education at "Lancs".
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Come and hear
Dr. Ian Friel,
Principal Curator
of the Chichester
District
Museum, give a
talk on :
“1595:
Exploring the
first map of
Chichester”
at our AGM on
18th October.
Put the date in your
diary now.
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